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The magnetoresistance properties of GaAs: Mn/ MnAs granular hybrid structures consisting of
ferromagnetic MnAs clusters within a paramagnetic GaAs:Mn host differ considerably from those
of paramagnetic and ferromagnetic 共Ga,Mn兲As alloys. We analyze the magnetoresistance effects on
the basis of a resistor network model. Typical experimental findings are reproduced and their
dependence on cluster density and random spatial arrangement of the clusters are revealed.
Controlled spatial positioning of the MnAs clusters within the GaAs:Mn host offers interesting
opportunities for optimizing the magnetoresistance properties for applications and for overcoming
problems of miniaturization arising from cluster statistics. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.2937128兴
Granular hybrid structures are currently of interest for
devices as the material properties can be tuned in a wide
range.1–6 The tunability arises from the larger number of
degrees of freedom in a composite hybrid compared to a
single-phase material. Additional degrees of freedom are the
mean distance between clusters or the cluster size. The latter
contribute to a large extent to the properties of the hybrid.7,8
For example, the planar magnetoresistance 共MR兲 of granular
thin films consisting of a diamagnetic matrix material, either
insulating or metallic, with ferromagnetic inclusions is
strongly related to the giant MR 共GMR兲 effect of corresponding ferromagnetic/diamagnetic/ferromagnetic triple
layer systems.9
So far, granular materials have been mainly used in macroscopic devices, i.e., where the mean distance between
clusters is much smaller than the characteristic device size.
Macroscopic devices allow one to take advantage of the tunability of the hybrid properties while avoiding problems due
to the statistical fluctuations in cluster number, size, etc.
Moore’s law is a key issue of today’s technology and
progress and prosperity depend significantly on the miniaturization of devices according to the technology road maps.10
This somewhat suggests that conventionally synthesized
granular hybrids will play no role in the long run. However,
recent progress in nanostructure growth offers novel ways of
controlling size and position of clusters in host materials on
a submicrometer scale, e.g., selective-area metal-organic
vapor-phase epitaxy 共MOVPE兲.11,12
In our report, we discuss possible ways of tailoring the
MR of paramagnetic-ferromagnetic GaAs: Mn/ MnAs granular hybrids. Such hybrids with statistical arrangements of
clusters can be obtained by conventional MOVPE or by
molecular beam epitaxy followed by an annealing step.
Selective-area MOVPE offers a possibility to almost overcome the statistical element. However, to optimize the hybrid
a兲
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properties for a specific application, it is essential to develop
corresponding theoretical models. Such a model at hand, predictions of the MR properties can be made and additional
insight into the interaction mechanisms between cluster and
matrix can be obtained. The aim of this letter is to demonstrate this theoretical optimization procedure in the case of
the MR of granular GaAs: Mn/ MnAs hybrids.
We use the resistor-network model that has been successfully employed earlier for describing quantitatively the
transport properties of Ga1−xMnxAs alloys and random
granular MnAs/ GaAs: Mn hybrids.13,14 In the case of hybrids, one needs to account for the properties of the semiconducting GaAs:Mn host,14 for those of the MnAs clusters, and
for the interplay of cluster and the host material. The MnAs
cluster is assumed to be half-metallic with constant majorityband conductivity and a minority band which shows activated transport with an activation energy larger than that of
the matrix. Furthermore, we account for the influence of 共i兲
the formation of a Schottky barrier at the cluster-host
interface15 which decays with increasing distance from the
cluster surface and causes a trapping of free carriers, 共ii兲 the
interplay of a dipolar magnetic field of the ferromagnetic
cluster with the magnetic moments of Mn ions in the surrounding paramagnetic host which leads to a local giant Zeeman splitting 共GZS兲 of the host band states,15 and 共iii兲 different spin orientations of cluster and host majority
carriers.13,15 The model system is divided into cubic cells of
equal size with either cluster or matrix properties. The Mn
ions are distributed randomly over the matrix cells and the
resistivity of each matrix cell is calculated as  = 共ne兲−1,
where n is the local carrier concentration, e the elementary
charge, and  a band mobility. The total resistivity is calculated by applying Kirchhoff’s knot law. The temperature dependence of the spin conservation of the free carriers in the
transport process is accounted for by a weighted average of
the total resistance in the case of perfect spin conservation
共Mott’s two-channel model兲, sc, and spin relaxation on the
length of a network cell, nc. The weighing factor depends on
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Calculated MR at 0H = 10 T vs temperature for
different cluster densities xC and random distributions of the MnAs clusters
as depicted in the insets. 关共a兲 and 共b兲兴 xC = 22%; 共c兲 xC = 3.5%; 共d兲
Ga0.994Mn0.006As without clusters.

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Illustration of the dominant MR effects of
MnAs/ GaAs: Mn hybrids in dependence on Schottky barrier and/or the
magnetic field of the clusters and cluster density.

the Boltzmann term exp共−⌬E / kBT兲, where ⌬E is given by
the average GZS of the valence band states of the GaAs:Mn
matrix. For the results presented here, we use arrays of 50
⫻ 50 network cells. A detailed description of the model can
be found in Ref. 13.
The findings of MR experiments on GaAs: Mn/ MnAs
hybrids with randomly arranged MnAs clusters can be summarized as follows:16–19 共i兲 MR effects of hybrids are considerably larger than those of the pure host matrix; 共ii兲 a
strongly enhanced resistance of hybrid samples compared to
the pure hosts is observed at low temperatures leading to a
pronounced non-Arrhenius behavior at low temperatures;
共iii兲 large negative MR effects occur at low temperatures in
hybrids 共T ⬍ 30 K兲, whereas 共iv兲 pronounced positive MR
effects up to several hundred percent are present in the intermediate temperature regime 共30⬍ T ⬍ 100 K兲 which decrease rapidly toward room temperature. Findings 共ii兲 and
共iii兲 can be qualitatively explained by trapping of holes at the
cluster-matrix interface due to the formation of a Schottky
barrier and an additional trapping due to the local GZS of the
matrix states caused by the dipolar field of the cluster in its
vicinity.13 This trapping is partly lifted by an external magnetic field due to the saturation of the GZS at larger fields.
The carriers are released leading to a decrease of the resistivity with field, i.e., a negative MR effect. Finding 共iv兲
arises from the difference in majority and minority spins of
matrix and cluster material. In an applied magnetic field, the
majority spins of the matrix cannot pass through the clusters.
This effect decreases as the GZS in the matrix breaks down
with increasing temperature. These experimental findings
can be well reproduced by the model as is demonstrated in
Fig. 1, where MR values at 10 T are plotted as a function of
temperature between 20 and 100 K. The curves are calculated for cluster densities xC of 22% and six spatially randomly positioned clusters 关curves 共a兲 and 共b兲兴 of 3.5% and
three clusters 关open symbols, curve 共c兲兴, and for a pure
Ga0.994Mn0.006As matrix without clusters 关curve 共d兲兴.
Performing systematic calculations for various random
cluster arrangements in dependence on cluster density xC and
magnitude of the Schottky barrier and/or cluster field yields
the following consistent scheme depicted in Fig. 2. The
negative MR, which is caused by the magnetic-field and tem-

perature induced delocalization of trapped carriers, increases
with the depth of the trapping potential. The positive MR
becomes dominant at higher cluster densities when the areas
of the matrix affected by the clusters start to overlap, i.e., a
percolation path between trapping regions is established. At
these higher cluster densities, current path blocking by the
clusters due to the combination of spin conservation and the
different spin-dependent densities of states of cluster and matrix becomes dominant. Thus, the positive MR can be considered a geometric effect, as the extraordinary MR 共EMR兲
observed, e.g., in n-type InSb:Te.20 However, it should be
noted here that due to the mobilities in GaAs:Mn and the
corresponding small Hall angles, the mechanism behind the
positive MR is different from that responsible for the EMR
effect. The positive MR contribution vanishes at low cluster
concentrations as the influence of the clusters on the main
percolation path of the carriers through the system becomes
negligible.
The dependence of the positive MR effect on geometry
is also reflected by the difference of curves 共a兲 and 共b兲 in Fig.
1. This difference arises solely from the different spatial arrangements of clusters within the model system of 50⫻ 50
cells as all the material parameters are kept constant in the
calculations. Fluctuations of the magnetoresistance effects
caused by a random incorporation of Mn in the GaAs:Mn are
of minor importance, i.e., an order of magnitude smaller than
those due to a controlled spatial arrangement of the MnAs
clusters shown in the figure.21 The insets, labeled 共a兲 and 共b兲,
of the figure show the two arrangements corresponding to the
curves, voltage drop in all insets from left to right. The dependence on the arrangement of the clusters within the
model system is less pronounced at the lower cluster density
of xC = 3.5% where carrier trapping is the dominant effect
caused by the clusters. This is easily understood as basically
the areas of the matrix affected of the clusters do not overlap
at this cluster density and the main current path through the
sample is not affected by the clusters 关see inset 共c兲兴. The
fluctuations of the MR observed in ten different runs of the
calculations at this xC are equivalent to the size of the open
symbols on the scale of the figure.
Typical sizes of the MnAs clusters in MOVPE grown
GaAs: Mn/ MnAs hybrids are of the order of 60 nm in
diameter.18 Thus, the 50⫻ 50-model system would roughly
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effect still larger than for the random arrangements.
In summary, controlling the spatial arrangement of
MnAs clusters within GaAs: Mn/ MnAs hybrids allows one
to actively tune the MR effects of these composite materials.
Novel developments in the growth of granular hybrid systems, which yield a control of the individual cluster positions, in conjunction with theoretical modeling on a predictive level can be used to systematically optimize the
properties of such systems for technological applications in
miniaturized devices. Thus, the problem of statistical fluctuations of the desired properties due to the spatial randomness
of the cluster arrangement can be overcome offering new
possibilities of employing granular systems in devices.

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Calculated MR at 0H = 10 T between 20 and 100 K
for four different tailored cluster arrangements 关共a兲–共d兲兴 shown as insets.
Cluster density xC = 22%.

correspond to a sample size of about 0.3⫻ 0.3 m2, which is
typical for miniaturized devices. This means that, due to statistics of the spatial cluster arrangement, miniaturized devices based on such granular GaAs: Mn/ MnAs hybrids will
exhibit fluctuations of the magnitude of the MR effects
which will be intolerable from a technological point of view.
This problem can only be overcome by a controlled positioning of the MnAs within the sample. Apparently such a degree
of control implies the possibility of actively tailoring the MR
effects of such devices. Figure 3 emphasizes this aspect by
presenting calculations for designed cluster arrangements, labeled 共a兲–共d兲. Arrangement 共a兲, where the clusters form two
lines perpendicular to the current direction, shows the largest
MR effects, about a factor of 4 larger than for typical random
arrangements of clusters of the same xC = 22% 共see Fig. 1兲. In
contrast, arrangement 共d兲, where the clusters form two lines
parallel to the current direction, exhibits MR effects similar
to the pure matrix material in Fig. 1, as the main current path
passes through the matrix and is not affected by clusters.
Arrangement 共c兲 with an almost homogeneous distribution of
clusters shows a MR behavior which is in magnitude very
similar to that of random arrangements. The observed scaling
of the positive MR effects solely arises from the cluster arrangement as all other parameters have been kept constant in
the calculation. Therefore, it is a pure geometric effect which
is caused by effective current blocking by the clusters in an
applied magnetic field due to spin conservation and a corresponding extension of the current path. This is further underlined by the MR curve of arrangement 共b兲 where the two
cluster lines are no longer covering the entire width of the
sample. The main current path with an applied field is meandering around the two cluster lines whereas in zero field it
passes through the clusters. This extension of the current
path by applying a magnetic field leads to a positive MR
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